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Learn the latest details and most recent groundbreaking discoveries that reveal, for the first time,
the mystery of life in the spirit world after death on Earthâ€”proof that our consciousness
survivesâ€”in Journey of Souls by Michael Newton, Ph.D. Using a special hypnosis technique to
reach the hidden memories of subjects, Dr. Newton discovered some amazing insights into what
happens to us between lives. Journey of Soulsis the record of 29 people who recalled their
experiences between physical deaths. Through their extraordinary stories, you will learn specifics
about: How it feels to die What you see and feel right after death The truth about "spiritual guides"
What happens to "disturbed" souls Why you are assigned to certain soul groups in the spirit world
and what you do there How you choose another body to return to Earth The different levels of souls:
beginning, intermediate, and advanced When and where you first learn to recognize soulmates on
Earth The purpose of life Journey of Souls is a graphic record or "travel log" by these people of
what happens between lives on Earth. They give specific details as they movingly describe their
astounding experiences. After reading Journey of Souls, you will gain a better understanding of the
immortality of the human soul. You will meet day-to-day challenges with a greater sense of purpose.
You will begin to understand the reasons behind events in your own life. Journey of Souls is a
life-changing book. Already, over 165,000 people have taken Journey of Souls to heart, giving them
hope in trying times. You should read a copy, too.
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As a reader of hundreds of books on spirituality, religion, mysticism, etc. (Robert Monroe, Jane
Roberts, the Tibetan Book of the Dead, Lobsang Rampa, Theosophy, Yogananda, Chuang-Tzu,
Dion Fortune, Eckankar, etc., just to give you an idea of what I brought to reading this book), I can
only say that I was ASTONISHED by this book. There are so many questions answered here for
which I've never gotten satisfactory answers: for example, how suicide affects karma, why humans
are so often evil (and what happens to them when they die), what the ultimate goal and purpose of
life is (stated everywhere, especially in Christianity) but for some reason this is the first explanation
that has made any sense to me.This description of the nature of the universe and our place within it
is fully compatible with discoveries in quantum physics, as well as many traditional faiths. It is
simultaneously scientific and spiritual. I experienced profound shifts while it- was changed by it. I
cannot recommend it enough. If you buy only one book this year, make it this one!Added 9/3/13: I'm
curious after all these years how valid or useful readers have found Newton's approach. I started a
discussion called "Life Between Lives- Valid? Useful?"- it's on the Kindle Edition page for the book,
at the bottom of the page, here:Journey of Souls: Kindle EditionI would love to hear of others'
experiences with it, personally or professionally, or thoughts in general, especially as it relates to
other approaches.

It took many years after leaving the monastery for me firmly to decide that the Catholic Church was
just another corporation driven by power and money. I threw out the baby with the bath water.Many
years later I read Dr. Raymond Moody's "Life After Life" which introduced me to a spiritual world I
might be able to understand and rationalize rather than just believe. Dr. Moody interviewed over 100
people who were declared clinically (brain and heart) dead, and later revived. He tells their stories.
Dr. Newton's "Journey of Souls: Case Studies of Life Between Lives" picked up where "Life After
Life" left off, and takes a giant leap toward understanding the life of the immortal soul.I'd like to live
my life looking toward that "last judgment" I learned about in school. Dr. Moody tells how a "being of
light" asks a non-verbal question which none of his subjects is able to reproduce precisely in words.
This early discovery of Dr. Moody was published in 1975. Dr. Newton's 1994 "Journey of Souls"
explains the process more thoroughly. Dr. Newton hypnotizes people, and helps them explore their

past lives and their spiritual existence between lives while under hypnosis. The non-verbal question
is far more complex than "What have you learned?", "How have you loved and been loved?", or
"Was it worth it?" -- the approximations interpreted by Moody's subjects.Dr. Newton, through
summaries and transcripts of his hypnotherapy sessions, helps us learn about spirit guides,
(guardian angels), our welcoming into the spiritual world after death (judgment), and the maturation
of the souls (karma/nirvana/the beatific vision).
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